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a b s t r a c t 

A vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET) was employed in commercial, road-safety, and entertainment appli- 

cations due to its accessibility. Applications and services were shared with the service providers (SP) over 

mobile nodes to any destination without special infrastructure. The mobility pattern of the nodes was in- 

dependent, and the acceleration remained unpredictable, which led to service failures and information 

drop-outs. Resuming communication requires the flooding of additional control messages, which exploits 

the network resource in a shorter period. This paper introduces the neighbor predictive adaptive handoff

(NPAH) algorithm for ensuring seamless communication, regardless of the application service time. NPAH 

discovers weak communication links in the service, which persist through the least resource dependent 

distance-based neighbor discovery. The selected neighbors are characterized by distance and minimum 

cost exploitation using the Q-learning technique. The process of learning decides the handoff of a vehi- 

cle based on storage utilization and cost factors. The results demonstrated the effectiveness of the NPAH 

algorithm by achieving less packet loss, shorter outage times, and improving the delivery factor. 

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

A group of vehicles interconnected through an on-demand fash-

ion for information sharing constitutes a vehicular ad-hoc net-

work (VANET). The components of a VANET architecture include

on-board units (OBU), the vehicles, infrastructure systems, such as

roadside units (RSU) or access points (AP), and wireless commu-

nication channels. The communication modes feasible in vehicular

networks with these components are vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and

vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I). In addition to these conventional

modes, a hybrid architecture combining V2V and V2I is popular for

heterogeneous communications in vehicular networks. 

The intrinsic vehicular attributes of speed and direction neces-

sitate vehicles to change position and distance frequently. There-

fore, the vehicle must continue to change its communication points

[1] during the vehicle information transmission process. During

handoff or handover, a vehicle blocks receiving services from its

previously connected communication point and joins another for

receiving services. More often, the vehicle joins a new communi-

cation using access points located in the direction towards where

the vehicle is headed. VANETs, being the extended applications
∗ Corresponding author. 
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f mobile ad-hoc networks, discover new routes to the commu-

ication points at the time of handoff. The communicating vehi-

le instigates re-routing to discover new communication points lo-

ated close by or further away [2–6] . If the communication point

s located multiple hops away, then the communicating vehicle de-

ends on its neighbors for routing. As the vehicles are autonomous,

e-routing requires an additional delay. The quality of service re-

uirement in VANETs relies on the performance of this handoff

here data transmission must occur through shorter delay paths. 

VANET services are classified as real-time and non-real-time

pplications. Real-time applications include localization systems

nd video calls, and non-real-time applications include messag-

ng services and internet access. Handoff procedures developed for

ANET must ensure seamless performance for supporting these

pplications. Due to the unpredictable velocity and direction of ve-

icles, handoff in VANETs is a demanding task [7–9] . 

VANET applications require the position of the moving vehicles

o aid in precise end-user services. Conventional global position-

ng system (GPS) localization in VANET does not satisfy the po-

ition dependent applications due to availability issues and prox-

mity of signal errors [10,11] . Localization, handoff, and communi-

ation management are the integrated blocks and challenges for

obility management (MM) in VANETs. With appropriate mobility

anagement, the service demands of VANET applications can be

atisfied by sustaining active and seamless communications, which

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2019.01.020
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/comnet
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.comnet.2019.01.020&domain=pdf
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an be achieved if the reconnection of the vehicle is successful

ith a new point of attachment (PoA) [12,13] . 

The contributions presented in this paper include the following:

• Designing a distance-based neighbor discovery method for

identifying optimal routes to the base station (BS) to gain in-

formation access. Achieving optimality in determining routes to

the BS improves reliability in communication by increasing the

delivery factor of the network. 

• Designing a Q-learning-based adaptive for selecting neighbors

based on storage utilization and costs. This method aids non-

destructive communication features post-handoff. This results

in fewer outages with controlled delays. 

• Performance analysis of the proposed NPAH through different

metrics with a comparative study to prove the consistency of

the handoff algorithm. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

ection 2 discusses the related works, and Section 3 describes

he NPAH, the network model, and its methodology followed by

he performance analysis with results in Section 4 . Finally, future

irections are presented in Section 5 . 

. Related works 

The authors in AlFarraj et al. [14] proposed a mobility-based

andoff based on the angle of arrival (AoA) for ensuring seamless

onnectivity and minimizing packet loss in VANETs. This handoff

redicted the relative direction of the vehicle [15] from which the

resent access point predicted the next communication point in

his direction of travel. The network layer handoff was followed by

he link layer handoff that ensured seamless communication be-

ween the vehicle and the infrastructure [16] . 

Moravejosharieh and Modares [17] analyzed the Proxy Mobile

Pv6 (PMIPv6) Protocol for minimizing handoff latency and packet

oss in VANETs. The gateways broadcasted communication infor-

ation of the moving vehicles with respect to the point of attach-

ents (PoAs) of the vehicles. The gateways assigned IP addresses

o the vehicles, and the successor gateway acknowledged the ve-

icle with an information request message to approve its handoff.

he position of the vehicles was updated using GPS in the vehi-

les. Address assignment and maintenance in this model increased

verhead. 

To improve accuracy and minimize delay over the Internet of

ehicles’ communications, the authors in Wang et al. [18] intro-

uced the self-decision tree-based vertical handoff method. Built

rom the network configuration and the mobility pattern of the

ehicles, a probability distribution selected the mode of commu-

ication. The feedback of the probability distribution handoff was

nalyzed to improve handoff accuracy and minimize delay. 

The efficient proxy mobile IPv6 (E-PMIPv6)-based handoff in ur-

an regions, introduced by Bi et al. [19] , intended to improve com-

unication stability for mobile users by ensuring Internet access

as provided through stationary infrastructures and mobile users

uring the initial phase. In the handoff stage, connectivity was

nsured by allocating optimal mobility management. This handoff

cheme curtails packet loss by improving cache utilization. 

Virtual soft handoff was introduced by Balachandran et al.

20] to address interference and capacity problems in the LTE up-

ink to improve end-user performance. The authors investigated

he feasibility of incorporating resource blanking into the intro-

uced handoff method for interference cancellation and avoidance.

A solution to resolve Quality of Experience (QoE) degradation in

ognitive cellular networks was introduced in Piran et al. [21] us-

ng channel information and ranking index. The channels were as-

igned a ranking index by evaluating quality from the observed

hannel utilization information. A priority-based channel allocation
hat satisfied the application demand was designed to enhance the

erformance of the introduced handoff management scheme and

mprove channel utilization with higher video quality and shorter

elays. 

A combination of the Markov decision process (MDP) and the

enetic algorithm (GA) [22] was applied to improve optimality in

ertical handover channel selection. In an MDP, the QoS satisfying

etrics were maximized, and GA was applied to minimize the cost

unction of the MDP. The uncertainties in GA were eliminated by

sing simulated annealing optimization to minimize the handoff

requency decision time. 

Fast handover distributed mobility management (FDMM) 

23] was introduced to minimize packet loss and latency and im-

rove communication recovery time seen in Bi et al. [19] and Piran

t al. [21] . The FDMM constructs bidirectional tunnels between the

ervice provider and the mobile anchor to ensure timely commu-

ication after the handoff. FDMM operates in predictive and reac-

ive communication modes to relay information between the mo-

ile anchor and the access routers. 

Yao et al. [24] analyzed predictive routing based on a hidden

arkov model (PRHMM) to improve transmission in vehicle-to-

verything V2X communications. This model observed the repeti-

ion degree of the vehicle to predict its future location to provide

ninterrupted communication during handoff. This model also pre-

icted the temporary routing path and packet delivery probability

f the mobile destination to improve transmission performance. 

Vertical handoff decision (VHH) was discussed in Hassoune

t al. [25] to improve the performance of real-time vehicular ap-

lications on highways. VHH prevented redundant and frequent

andoffs based on density, position, velocity, and jitter observed

rom the vehicles and communications. This VHH is developed

or multimedia applications along highways to deliver better video

uality. 

In a multi-mobile node scenario, conventional DMM is not ap-

ropriate due to the generation of redundant messages by the in-

reased node communication. To handle this problem, a Bursty

ulti-node handover scheme using partial DMM (BMH-DMM) was

iscussed in Huang et al. [26] . The mobile nodes were grouped

ased on location, and a limited set of control messages were

xchanged, thereby minimizing overhead. This group messaging

cheme enabled multiple mobile nodes to communicate simulta-

eously while minimizing redundancy and latency. 

. Neighbor predictive adaptive handoff for seamless VANET 

ommunication 

.1. Problem definition 

Mobility management relies on localization and handoff pro-

esses common in VANETs to ensure seamless communication de-

pite frequent vehicle movement. Mobility management was intro-

uced in the past to concentrate on short-lived factors expected

o serve the purpose for a prolonged period. Handoff occurring

ased on extinct factors results in non-optimal solutions at the

ime of neighbor reinforcement. This leads to stagnant handoff that

rails behind application demands, which increases outage time,

aturated handoffs, and packet loss in the network. The neigh-

or predictive adaptive handoff (NPAH) was constructed on a pref-

rence function, and the neighbor selection technique was based

n Q-learning. The preference function was responsible for effec-

ive handoff triggering, and Q-learning-based neighbor selection 

hooses optimal neighbors with less re-routing procedures. Dur-

ng this handoff, the short-lived metrics were discarded, and the

ssessable metrics were relayed over varying network topologies

ollowing a recent update. 
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Fig. 1. The VANET model. 
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3.2. Network model 

Fig. 1 illustrates the network model in which the vehicles com-

municate in V2V and V2I modes. The vehicles relay and request

information between neighbors and the BS. The BS, connected to

a cloud network for access, storage, and retrieval, is responsible

for updating the global network information on request from the

vehicles. The BS searches the cloud when replying to the queries

generated by the vehicles. Each vehicle V is traveling at an ac-

celeration a with independent direction vectors ( 
−→ 

dv ) . The vehicles

move and find a PoA in the direction of travel, 
−→ 

dv . If R v is the
Fig. 2. A conventional ha
ommunication range of a vehicle, then two vehicles represented

s 
−−−−−→ 

dv ( i, j ) are neighbors if d ( i, j ) < R v ( i ) ‖ R v ( j ). The OBU in a vehicle

s interfaced with miniature storage to maintain and forward in-

oming information. A conventional handoff process in a VANET is

llustrated in Fig. 2 . 

.3. NPAH methodology 

The NPAH operates first with a distance-based neighbor discov-

ry followed by Q-learning-based adaptive neighbor selection. The

istance-based neighbor discovery stage is instigated by the vehi-

les participating in a communication process. Adaptive neighbor

election favors optimal vehicle selection at the time of re-routing

efore handoff. The first stage is responsible for ensuring reliability

n service discovery and the second stage is responsible for mini-

izing latency and outages at the time of handoff. 

.3.1. Distance-based neighbor discovery 

Distance-based neighbor discovery is used to favor new vehicles

y provisioning optimal routes to the service providing BS. The ac-

ive vehicle relies on its neighbors to reach the service providing

S. The dependent neighbors are either novice or experienced in

he same network region. Novice vehicles expect minimum band-

idth exploitation and a short distance vehicle link to the BS.

hese two factors are unified by a preference function (f(np)) for

eighbor selection to acquire services from the BS. The prefer-

nce function minimizes inequality between the considered met-

ics through a min-max validation. The bandwidth utilization ( b u )

f an experienced link l over k transmissions is estimated as 

 u = c l ×
[ 

1 − ϕ tr − ϕ tt 

ϕ tt 

] 
, ∀ k (1)

here c l , ϕ tr , and ϕ tt are the link capacity, service reception, and

ransmission time, respectively. Bandwidth exploitation depends

n the type of application requested by the vehicle. The bandwidth
ndoff in a VANET. 
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Algorithm 1 Neighbor discovery. 

Inputs : V n , V e , p n (x n , y n ), p e (x e , y e ) 

Neighbor Discovery Algorithm () { 

Begin { 

V n requests for service from BS 

∀ V ∈ R v (V n ) do { 

Compute bu using eq. (1) 

Compute ld using eq. (5) 

l1: 

Construct a preference function f(np) 

f( n , p ) = 

{
min ( bu ) 

max ( ld ) 

if ( σ o ≤σ n ) then 

Initiate communication between V n and BS through V e 
Update bu, ld 

end if 

if ( σ o > σ n ) then 

call adaptive handoff () 

end if 

} 

} end 

} 

Output : Path discovery for V n 
f the link between a novice ( V n ) and experienced ( V e ) vehicle is

deal if it satisfies 

 ( link ( V n , V e ) ) = min { b u ( l ) } , l ∈ link ( V n , V e ) (2)

Let p v , p ∗v , and p BS be the current and previous positions of a ve-

icle v and the position of the BS. Here, bandwidth is considered

s a concave metric and link duration is estimated as an additive

etric. Link duration is dependent on bandwidth purely, so band-

idth utilization is a concave metric. The distance between the ve-

icle and the BS is d v, BS at time t estimated by 

 v ,BS = | p v − p BS | (3) 

here p v = p ∗v + a ∗ t. 

Let the positions of two vehicles, i and j , be p i ( x i , y i ) and p j ( x j ,

 j ) with accelerations a i and a j , respectively. The change in distance

t time t, �d ( t ) is estimated as 

d ( t ) = 

√ 

( �x 0 + �a i ∗�t ) 
2 + 

(
�y 0 + �a j ∗�t 

)2 
(4) 

here �x 0 = ( x i − x j ) , �y 0 = ( y i − y j ) , �a i = a i − a ∗
i 
, �a j = a j −

 

∗
j 
, and �t = t − t ∗. 

The link duration, ld( i, j ), with respect to change in distance at

 time t , is estimated with 

d ( i, j ) = 

1 (
�a 2 

i 
+ �a 2 

j 

)∗
(
−�x 0 �a i − �y 0 �a j 

)

±
√ 

R 

2 
v 
(
�a 2 

i 
+ �a 2 

j 

)
−

(
�x 0 �a j − �y 0 �a i 

)2 
(5) 

here �x 0 and �y 0 are the initial positions of the vehicle with

ifferential accelerations �a i and �a j of the vehicles i and j ,

nd R v is the range of the vehicle. 

The preference function adds random weights to the inequality

etween the two metrics. The random weights are adjusted with

espect to the vehicular density observed near the communication-

emanding vehicle. The preference function is derived using 

 ( np ) = max { ω 1 ∗b u + ω 2 ∗ld ( i, j ) (6) 

here ω 1 and ω 2 are the adjustable weights of the considered met-

ics, and ω 1 + ω 2 = 1 , ω 1 < ω 2 . If ω 1 is higher than ω 2 , then band-

idth utilization is given a maximum preference. The weight fac-

ors determine which considered factor needs preference. Depend-

ng upon the neighbor availability and service requirement, link

tability is given higher preference. Therefore, the second weight

s modeled to hold higher values than the bandwidth metric. 

For a min-max formulation, Eq. (6) is revised as 

 ( np ) = 

{
min ( b u ) 
max ( ld ) 

= 

{
min ( b u ) ∪ max ( ld ( i, j ) ) 
0 , otherwise 

(7) 

This min-max formulation balances two distinct factors for se-

ecting an appropriate neighbor. Bandwidth and link are considered

o ensure seamless communication for a prolonged time. The ser-

ice requesting novice vehicle is broadcasted with the preference

alue of its neighbor, and from this, the vehicle with maximum

reference is selected for initiating the communication session. The

eak communication links are identified by improving the impor-

ance of link stability in Eq. (6) . The links with less stability and

ctive time will be discarded on evaluating the Eq. (6) resulting in

rominent link availability. This improves the communication reli-

bility with more seamless transmissions. 

heorem 1. For a varying set of neighbors V e or V n , the handoff may

ot be constant, ld � b u ( �t ). 

Proof: Let σ 0 be the initial count of vehicles within the range

f the novice vehicle. The wireless communication links between

he vehicles cause interference due to a limited number of vehicles

emaining connected. More precisely, the neighbors with higher ld
emain connected over a change in time �t . Therefore, it is manda-

ory to compute the number of neighbors connected ( σ n ) with the

ovice vehicle using 

n ( �t ) = 

m ∑ 

i =1 

ρd ( i,n ) 
i,n ( �t ) (8) 

where ρd( i,n ) 
i,n 

is the probability of a vehicle i being connected

ith the novice vehicle. The number of neighbors connected to a

ehicle ensures the stability of communication as expected by the

ehicle after the handoff. The connectivity of a vehicle changes due

o different accelerations and communication time intervals. This

actor makes it prominent to estimate the connected neighbors at

ny instance of time. The value of b u ( �t ) is not negligible as the

ink duration factor is dependent on the available bandwidth. If the

andwidth is minimum or negligible, then desired communication

ates cannot be achieved. Though selection based on duration is

easible whereas bandwidth is not available, then the transmission

s not successful. 

At �t, two possible cases occur as follows. 

Case 1: σ 0 > σ n , the number of vehicles connected to the novice

ehicle at time �t is high, therefore, b u ( �t ) � ld( �t ). The ad-

itional number of rerouting procedures equals σ0 − σn . In this

ase, ld ceases until σ0 < σn or σ0 = σn . Therefore, the novice ve-

icle will undergo a handoff process. 

Case 2: σ 0 ≤σ n , ld is a maximum, increasing the time of con-

ectivity. Therefore, Eq. (7) is simplified to 

 ( np ) = 

{
max ( ld ) 
0 , otherwise 

(9) 

The handoff requiring time will be further extended to �t + t

ith σ 0 > σ n in t . Hence, if the neighbor density is low, then the

andoff requires a protracted time period, minimizing frequent re-

outing. 

From the analysis of the above two cases, Case 2 is the ideal

ondition providing an optimal neighbor selection. Achieving an

deal condition is not always possible due to the unpredictable ac-

eleration and direction of vehicles. Nevertheless, the above solu-

ions are defined by considering the distance metric computed in

q. (3) . The shorter the distance between the BS and the experi-

nced vehicle, the higher is the preference for neighbor selection

f the novice vehicle. Because the other vehicles in the network

ere experienced, the beaten links were followed that minimized

nterference in communication. The process of neighbor selection

s described in Algorithm 1 below. 
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Fig. 3. The learning process. 
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3.3.2. Q-Learning-based adaptive neighbor selection 

In the Q-learning-based neighbor selection stage, the re-routing

process of the VANET is restructured so that it does not inter-

rupt the other neighbors’ communications. As opposed to novice

neighbor selection in the first stage, the neighbor is now selected

from among the experienced vehicles. In the presence of unreliable

neighbors, re-routing due to handoff in a VANET leads to latency

and packet loss. Latency of the handoff process is due to the out-

age time of the handoff-vehicle. A communication scenario will be

analyzed where the soft handoff process ceases due to an unex-

pected wait time to discover a PoA. 

The handoff-requesting vehicle stores the information about the

other vehicles in its range. This information is 4-bytes long and

contains vehicle identification, reward value, and neighbor infor-

mation. The details of the neighbor from R v are updated in the

saved information. The information on the other vehicle exists in

a reward updated by the BS, periodically facilitating optimal selec-

tion of neighbors. The problems of storage overflow and profitable

neighbor costs based on information transmission are evaluated for

the available vehicles to compute the reward. These two metrics

are assessed to grant an optimal re-routing (or near-optimal to the

previous best solution) for the vehicles in handoff. The profit of

a neighbor depends on the reliability of the information it shared

previously, and that is updated in the reward. The reliability of in-

formation sharing was derived from the previous handoff session

of the vehicle that ensured maximum communication. The prob-

ability of a vehicle identifying a reliable neighbor throughs hops

based on its history ( q s r ) is 

q s r = τ s 
r ∗

s −1 ∏ 

i −1 

(
1 − τ i 

r 

)
(10)

where τ i 
r is the probability of the vehicle obtaining the related in-

formation. Similarly, the cost for obtaining the information located

m hops away ( C m 

) is computed using 

 m 

= 

r max ∑ 

r−1 

r ∗q s r (11)

where r max is the maximum number of reliable solutions available.

The next related metric is the storage utilization of the neigh-

bor. To accept the active handoff request and pursue communica-

tion, the neighbor must be capable of accepting the request, which

relies entirely on the neighbor’s available storage. The storage uti-

lization of the neighbor determines if it is busy or idle towards

the incoming handoff request. If storage utilization is low, then the

number of handoff requests serviced is high and vice versa. The

storage utilization (s util ) of the vehicle is computed using 

s util = ( 1 − ∂ t ) ∗s s + s util ∗∂ t (12)

where ∂ t is the transmission weight factor and s s is the storage size.

The base station updates the vehicles’ communication informa-

tion packets after the handoff and other modes of communication.

The handoff requesting neighbors obtain the most recently up-

dated information from the BS, which then assigns rewards to the

vehicles that are present within the range. The reward is estimated

using the profitable cost and storage utilization. In a Q-learning

process, the first step is to evaluate a reward criterion ( μ( v )) for

acting on a decision. Action is related to the state of the vehicle,

which relies on a handoff or without a handoff. The reward of a

vehicle determines its state of action followed by handoff and is

computed with 

μ( v ) = 

{
max { s util ∪ C m 

} , if σ0 > σn 

0 , otherwise 
(13)
With respect to the reward criterion, the process of the Q func-

ion is represented as 

 

(
R μ( v ) +1 , HO 

)
= Q 

(
R μ( v ) , HO 

)
+ ∝ 

(
r i 
(
R μ( v ) , HO 

)
− Q 

(
R μ( v ) , HO 

))
(14)

Here, HO represents the handoff decision, and α is the learn-

ng rate, where α ∈ [0, 1]. The vehicle saves the information of the

ewarded vehicle with its ID, reward value, and time of update. Af-

er the handoff, if the vehicle has a chance to interact with the

ame vehicle again, then it updates the current reward value with

he time. The update of current reward value minimizes unreliable

eighbor selection using short-lived metrics, such as distance and

ime delay. The newer the update, the more precise is the selec-

ion criteria. Therefore, the routing process is re-instigated through

he neighbors satisfying the reward for which the decision is made.

his complete process of learning is illustrated in Fig. 3 . 

After the handoff process, the reward of the vehicles is up-

ated and observed for all communication over �t to provide

ear-optimal knowledge of the vehicles to the HO requesting vehi-

les. The process of learning is imposed on the vehicles to improve

ommunication reliability over time in both modes of communica-

ion. The observed vehicle is updated with its current reward value

y the BS. The process of the learning-based adaptive neighbor se-

ection is described in Algorithm 2 below. 

Algorithm 2 The adaptive handoff. 

Input : V e 
Adaptive handoff () { 

Begin { 

∀ V e requesting HO { 

Discover {V} ∈ R v (V e ) 
Compute S util and C m ∀ { V } using eqs . ( 12 ) & ( 11 ) 

compute μ(V) using equation (13) 

Define the Q function for initiating HO 

while ( σ 0 > σ n ) then 

V e HO to max { μ(V)} 

if ( σ 0 ≤σ n ) then 

call Neighbor Discovery () 

break; 

end if 

end while 

} 

} end 

} 

Output : HO decision 

. Results and discussion 

The performance of the NPAH is assessed through an im-

lementation using the Network Simulator in an urban mobility
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Table 1 

Simulation parameters. 

Simulation parameter Value 

Traffic simulator SUMO-0.15.0 

Number of vehicles 60 

MAC 802.11p 

Channel model Rayleigh Fading 

Connection type UDP 

Vehicle speed 60–100 Km/h 

Packet size 80 bytes 

R v 50–500 m 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of packet loss. 
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opology. Both V2I and V2V communication modes were modeled

or 60 vehicles with varying speeds of 60–100 km/h. Table 1 shows

he basis simulation settings and values. NPAH was assessed us-

ng the metrics of the delivery factor, packet loss, outage time, and

torage utilization. The performance of the NPAH was compared

ith the existing PRHMM [25] and BHN-DMM [26] methods. 

.1. Impact of vehicle count 

Vehicle density is a performance-determining factor that in-

uences network metrics with availability and dynamicity. Vehi-

le density is constructive for switching paths and aiding handoff

ith minimum difficulty. Contrarily, vehicle mobility and conges-

ion are the adversary factors that are to be addressed. Therefore,

he importance of vehicle count is considered for the delivery fac-

or, packet loss, and outage time. 

.1.1. Delivery factor 

Fig. 4 shows the delivery factor for NPAH compared with the

RHMM and BHM-DMM methods. In the predictive handoff model,

he neighbors were selected independently based on the category

f communication. The communication was facilitated by evalu-

ting the required metrics to meet the end-user application de-

and. The handoff occurrence was pre-estimated based on time

actor ( �t + t ) and density constraints ( σ 0 > σ n ). The normalized

nd HO communications were separated to prevent interruption in

ither of the communication modes, which improved seamless and

rolonged communication by increasing the rate of service packets

ow and the successful delivery of the packets. Eq. (10) ensured

he selection of reliable neighbors based on previous communica-

ions, increasing the delivery factor of the HO. 

.1.2. Packet loss 

The number of interrupted communications and discontinued

ransmissions in the handoff scheme decreased due to individual

ommunication modes based on the prediction. The number of iso-

ated communications was confined to the verification of neighbor
Fig. 4. Delivery factor comparisons. 

a

ensity and link duration. The preference function selected neigh-

ors with a higher link duration before handoff (by Eq. (9) ), and

torage exploitation-based neighbors were preferred at the time of

andoff, minimizing inconsistent transmissions. The link duration-

ased neighbor selection improved communication time, and stor-

ge exploitation minimized the handoff crowd, which was the vital

actor affecting the communication in the VANET. As these factors

ere optimized, the number of packets being lost decreased con-

iderably in NPAH as seen in Fig. 5 . 

.1.3. Outage time 

In neighbor predictive adaptive handoff, the wait time of the

andoff request decreased by estimating the �t + t of the novice

ehicle participating in the communication. This is a predicted

andoff time such that the best possible route to the available 

eighbor was identified using the Q-learning function. The maxi-

um outage time observed is at the next handoff, which is greater

han �t + t . Therefore, for an available link duration, if a vehicle

erforms handoff, then the outage lies between �t and �t + t . At

he point of maximum elasticity within the soft handoff, a commu-

ication link was ensured for the requesting vehicle. Therefore, the

hance of the vehicle remaining in an unattended state decreased,

educing outages (see Fig. 6 ) as compared to the other methods.

ere, considerably less outage is experienced, and those that did

ccur were due to the unpredictable vehicular density and fast-

oving vehicles exceeding the considered speed. 

.2. Impact of number of messages 

The number of messages exchanged between two or more ve-

icles varies before and after the handoff. Following the handoff

rocess, the messages demand significant storage space that must

e effectively available, which impacts storage utilization. Storage

anagement has a greater impact on other network metrics such

s delivery factor and packet loss. 
Fig. 6. Comparison of outage time. 
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Fig. 7. Storage utilization. 

Table 2 

Performance comparison metric values. 

Performance metric PRHMM [ 16 ] BHM-DMM [ 18 ] NPAH 

Delivery factor 0.8 0.84 0.89 

Packet loss 43 40 31 

Outage time (ms) 65 61 52 

Storage utilization 70.312 59.77 49.22 
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4.2.1. Storage utilization 

Fig. 7 shows the buffer utilization observed in the NPHA com-

pared with the existing handoff methods. During the handoff pe-

riod, the short-lived metrics were discarded, and a global update

of the neighbors facilitated uninterrupted HO. The neighbor with

less storage utilization was selected only when σ 0 > σ n . Therefore,

the overloading of a single neighbor was prevented, minimizing

unnecessary storage flooding. Moreover, the constraint of the cost

function ensured that a neighbor meets the storage utilization de-

mand, curtailing the amount of active storage exploited at the time

of handoff. 

Table 2 lists the values of the performance metrics used for the

comparative analysis. 

5. Summary 

Neighbor predictive adaptive handoff (NPAH) was proposed for

improving mobility management in VANETs. To address challenges

during handoff and transmission, the process of NPAH is divided

into two independent stages of neighbor discovery and adaptive

neighbor selection. Neighbor discovery is facilitated by evaluating

bandwidth utilization and link availability. Adaptive neighbor is se-

lected using Q-learning by estimating the storage utilization and

cost factors. The distinct methods are integrated to select a best-

fit neighbor that ensures seamless connectivity after the handoff.

This learning process minimizes packet loss by confining the out-

age time through adaptive neighbor selection. The proposed NPAH

improves the delivery factor of the network by better utilizing the

storage of the neighbor. In the future, integration of caching with

a non-redundant service response over a densely populated VANET

will be estimated with scalability support. 
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